Media Services Giant Deploys Avi on OpenStack

100% Rest API, Self-Service and Elastic ADC Accelerates App Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBLEM</th>
<th>WHY AVI</th>
<th>RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Application deployments slowed down by appliance-based ADCs  
• Developers wanted do-it-yourself load-balancing  
• Dynamic autoscaling of resources to match growing traffic needs  
• Reduce total cost of ADC infrastructure ownership | • LBaaS for multi-location, OpenStack-Kilo-based private cloud  
• Elastic load balancing with security and application analytics  
• Software-only solution with native integration with OpenStack and automation tools like Puppet and Chef | • Reduced ADC provisioning time from weeks to minutes  
• Developers quickly troubleshoot performance issues from a single OpenStack dashboard  
• Achieved 45% savings in OPEX over appliance-based, legacy ADC solution |